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Tamadoge (TAMA), one of the most exciting and newest meme coin, has swept the industry since
its presale launched on July 2. In the short time the play-to-earn crypto project has attracted
extremely high buying volume. With the capped at $2 million, its presale is likely to sell out early
before the September 2 deadline.

Below we’ll discussed in detail how and where to buy Tamadoge (TAMA) coin with simple steps. And
before that let’s have a quick look at what exactly this newest and hottest meme coin is and what its
uniqueness when compared to other meme coins like Dogecoin.

 

What is Tamadoge?
Centers on 3D-animated Tamadoge pets, Tamadoge is a new play-to-earn crypto game in which
players can mint virtual NFT Tamadoge pets, battle them against one another, and earn TAMA
rewards through the game.

Every Tamadoge pet is tokenized in the form of an NFT for easy buying and selling. And each NFT
pet starts life with randomly generated stats, strengths, and weaknesses, and the way players
nurture their pets as they grow ultimately impacts how well they perform in battle.

Players can train their pets by providing items such as food, toys and toiletries. As Tamadoge pets
are upgraded, players are rewarded with Tamadoge points, which improves their ranking on the
leaderboard. The higher a player’s ranking, the larger the share of the reward pool they are entitled
to. Besides, each pet has a place in the Tamaverse (a Metaverse world). In this world, players can
view their pets and interact with each other, helping the project to create a strong, engaged
community.

Tamadoge aims to engage its users and keep them entranced, as they become invested in the life of
their pet and all that they can do for the pets.

Above all, the Tamadoge game has an exciting economy thanks to the native TAMA crypto token.
Players pay TAMA to purchase NFT pets and they can win TAMA when they climb the game’s
leaderboard by winning battles. In addition, players can use TAMA to upgrades and accessories as
the Tamadoge marketplace.
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TAMA is a deflationary token, meaning that the supply diminishes over time. 5% of every TAMA
transaction in the game’s marketplace is burned. So, as more players join Tamadoge, the value of
this coin is expected to rise.

Another nice thing about TAMA is that there is no tax on the coin. Players won’t pay fees to buy or
sell TAMA, making it easier for anyone to join the Tamadoge ecosystem.

To put it simply, Tamadoge (TAMA) coin is a deflationary meme coin with utility, the first of its kind.
The crypto game distinguishes itself from many other play-to-earn projects by taking a utility-centric
approach and offering strong token economics.

 

We conclude Tamadoge game’s key features as follows:

Tamadoge owners can choose to have their pets around them in real life by using Augmented
Reality (AR) technology to project them (This feature is coming out in Q4, 2023).
Each Tamadoge has unique weaknesses and strengths. Owners can improve their pets with
buffs, and keep them happy with virtual food and equipment.
Once a pet has grown to adulthood, its owner can compete for ‘Dogepoints’ by pitting it
against others in combat.
Who is ‘Top Doge’? The top pet owners on the Dogepoint leaderboard are rewarded with
TAMA.
TAMA can be used to buy virtual buffs and necessities for an owner’s pet.
The Tamadoge platform will host a range of play-to-earn games. These vary in difficulty and
cost – to suit all Doges!
The Tamadoge metaverse – called the ‘Tamaverse’ – will give Tamadoge pets plenty of freedom
to express themselves.
Pet owners can use the Tamaverse social media channels to chat and exchange tips with other
owners.

 

Where Can I Buy Tamadoge Coin?
You can buy Tamadoge (TAMA) at buy.tamadoge.io with ETH, USDT or a debit / credit card using
popular fiat currency on-ramp Transak.

After reaching the hard cap of 2 million USDT for the beta pre-sale, or September 2 (whichever
comes first), the $0.01 beta sale price will increase by 25% to $0.0125. The current rate is an early
bird discount, during which buyers will be able to pick up their TAMA tokens after the full pre-sale
ends.

 

How to Buy Tamadoge (TAMA)?

Step 1 – Create a Cryptocurrency Wallet

Those looking to buy Tamadoge crypto must first set up a crypto wallet. Many of the best crypto
wallets are free and easy to use, although we recommend using MetaMask, due to its multi-chain
support.
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Head to the MetaMask website, click ‘Download’, and follow the on-screen instructions to set up the
wallet.

Or you can use one of the wallets supported by Wallet Connect.If you are purchasing on mobile, we
recommend Trust Wallet.

 

Step 2 – Get USDT or ETH

Tamadoge (TAMA) tokens can be purchased using either ETH or USDT. It’s easy to buy Ethereum or
USDT using a respected crypto exchange or broker, although you can also buy ETH through the
Tamadoge presale platform using a credit or debit card.

Once you have purchased ETH or USDT, make sure to transfer your holdings into your new crypto
wallet.

 

Step 3 – Connect Wallet

Head over to Tamadoge official website and click ‘Connect Wallet’, choose your wallet provider, and
follow the instructions to make the link.
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Step 4 – Purchase Tamadoge

Enter the amount of Tamadoge tokens you’d like to purchase (minimum 10,000) and click ‘Convert
ETH’ or ‘Convert USDT’, depending on which currency you hold. A pop-up will then appear, asking
you to confirm the transaction.

 



Step 5 – Claim Tamadoge Coins

The final step is to claim your TAMA coins. You can do this once the presale has concluded by
visiting the main site https://tamadoge.io and clicking on the gold “Claim” button.

 

Tamadoge Contract Address
Use the contract information below to add the TAMA token to your wallet.

Address: 0x12b6893cE26Ea6341919FE289212ef77e51688c8

Decimals: 18

Token symbol: TAMA

 

Why Buy Tamadoge (TAMA)?
Retail traders looking to invest in cryptocurrency often veer towards meme coins due to their ability
to generate huge returns. Tamadoge is undoubtedly a fascinating opportunity in regards to this – yet
the token also comes with many other benefits.

Let’s take a closer look at some of the reasons why investors may wish to buy Tamadoge:

 

A Convincing Roadmap

The Tamadoge price over the longer term will be heavily influenced by the project’s roadmap.
Fortunately, Tamadoge’s roadmap is exciting and has numerous plans that could create significant
returns for investors.

These plans include partnerships with other metaverse platforms, CEX listings, P2E arcade games,
physical Tamadoge rewards, and even launching a dedicated augmented reality (AR) app.

 

Deflationary Tokenomics

One of the most important aspects of a crypto project is its tokenomics. Dogecoin boasts an
unlimited supply meaning new coins can constantly be minted with no upper limit. This means that
over time, the value of each DOGE token is likely to drop as the supply increases.

No investor wants to see their holdings depreciate in value as tokens flood the market. Therefore,
Tamadoge is focused on creating a deflationary model that will support the price over time. With
only a fixed supply of 2 billion tokens, it is impossible to mint any additional TAMA. In addition,
transactions in the Tamadoge ecosystem are subject to a 5% burn rate, which means that each token
becomes more scarce over time.
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Incredible Rewards

One of the main reasons to buy TAMA is the project’s exciting P2E mechanics. Not only are these
mechanics potentially lucrative, but the game’s friendly aesthetic makes it appealing to a broad
range of investors.

This is crucial to building an engaged community, and Tamadoge’s team ensures the ecosystem is
approachable for both beginners and advanced investors. Furthermore, since rewards are
distributed in TAMA, they can then be used to deepen the user experience by purchasing additional
in-game items. 

 

Take Advantage of DOGE’s Community Support

Those who opted to buy Shiba Inu in 2021 benefitted hugely from the coin’s community backing.
Shiba Inu received hundreds (if not thousands) of mentions on social media, helping the token’s
price surge over 1,200% in a matter of weeks.

Tamadoge’s team look to accomplish something similar with TAMA, as the ecosystem leverages the
power of the ‘Doge’ design. This has already begun working, as Tamadoge’s official Twitter
page now boasts over 12,000 followers.

 

Engaging with Metaverse & NFTs

Many of the best metaverse platforms have benefitted from the growing trend towards immersive
experiences. Tamadoge’s team have plans to launch their own metaverse platform, called the
‘Tamaverse’, which will be influenced by the needs of the broader community.

Not only this but Tamadoge pets will also be rendered as 3D models, meaning they can be
transitioned into existing metaverse platforms. Although no partnerships have yet been announced,
this concept is compelling and will undoubtedly deepen the bond between players and their pets.

Finally, those looking to invest in NFTs can do so within the Tamadoge ecosystem since all of the
pets (and the in-game items) are structured as NFTs. These NFTs can be traded through the
Tamadoge store, with TAMA acting as the native currency.

There are plans to offer a wide variety of items for users to purchase, including accessories and food
for the Tamadoge pets. In addition, users will also be able to buy more Tamadoge pets from the
store – with no limit on how many pets an individual user can own.

 

Offering Utility to Meme Coins

Almost all of the current meme coins are severely lacking in utility. Despite this, projects like
Dogcoin and Shiba Inu have been a huge success, generating thousands of percent returns for early
investors.

With the above projects being the 8th and 11th largest cryptocurrencies respectively (excluding
stablecoins) and offering little utility, it seems logical that a meme coin full of utility would definitely
go parabolic on the open market.
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In Conclusion
This article has discussed in detail how and where to buy Tamadoge, while covering the key reasons
why the token has great potential for the future as an emerging cryptocurrency.

While Tamadoge is still in the early stages of its lifecycle, the project has already begun to gain solid
community support from its private sales – as evidenced by the 10,000+ members in the official
Telegram group. If this support continues to grow, there is no doubt that Tamadoge could be one of
the most exciting crypto projects of the year.

Will it be next Dogecoin? Let’s see.
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